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About This Content

You’ve watched your favorite broadcasters play Dead by Daylight and show off their exclusive outfits, now you can finally get
your hands on those amazing threads and proudly display your fandom! On top of that, 100% of Behaviour Digital's proceeds

from the sale of this item will go to the Brain & Behavior Research Foundation.

The Charity Case is a collection of 26 cosmetic items for many of the Dead by Daylight survivors and killers. It contains 20
brand new customization options based on your favorite broadcasters and 6 previously exclusive items from old friends.
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It includes:

Orange Shmock: A unique top for Claudette, inspired by 72hrs

Angry Pug Team Uniform: A unique shirt for Meg, inspired by Angry Pug

Morra what? : A unique top for Meg, inspired by Armorra

The Roohappy Tee: A unique shirt for Dwight, inspired by Admiral Bahroo
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The Meat Man: A unique jacket for Jake, inspired by BroBQ

Red Dude Jacket: A unique top for Dwight, inspired by CaRtOoNz

The Envy: A unique top for Meg, inspired by EnvyTheElitist
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The Jenpai hat: A unique hat for Claudette, inspired by Jendenise

Kek: A unique top for Meg, inspired by KeGenius

Mr. Bing Bong: A unique look for the Wraith, inspired by Marth88
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Raving Mad: A unique top for Meg, inspired by Metro

The british charm: A unique shirt for Claudette, inspired by Morf

The Nana: A unique top for Meg, inspired by Nana
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The Ohmwrecker: A unique mask for the Huntress, inspired by The Ohmwrecker

Be the Target A unique shirt for Dwight, inspired by OhTofu

The Dark Nurse: A unique dress for the Nurse, inspired by Peng
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Pickle Nightmare: A unique top for Meg, inspired by PickleDream

Summertime rolls: A unique top for Meg, inspired by Samu

Rage Mode: A unique top for Meg, inspired by Slyvinlisha
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Smiley: A unique bag for the Nurse, inspired by Smiley

TEAMSXY Gear: A unique top for Claudette, inspired by SXYHXY

Is that a panda? : A unique bag for the Nurse, inspired by TheSwiftLegend
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Kami-flage: A unique top for Dwight, inspired by TianKami

The TK: A unique shirt for Nea, inspired by Takesipon

Dat hat tho: A unique shirt for Claudette, inspired by Tru3Ta1ent
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Mofugga U graduate: A unique top for Dwight, inspired by Vinc3ntVega
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Title: Dead by Daylight - Charity Case
Genre: Action
Developer:
Behaviour Digital Inc.
Publisher:
Behaviour Digital Inc.
Release Date: 10 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Operating Systems (Windows 7, Windows 8 & Windows 8.1)

Processor: Intel Core i3-4170 or AMD FX-8120

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: DX11 Compatible GeForce GTX 460 1GB or AMD HD 6850 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 15 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional Chinese,Japanese,Korean
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For this amount of money, you get a decent number of cosmetics for a range of survivors and killers. Definitely something to
pick up if you want some new cosmetics that actually look above average and why not also support charity.
The only downside is that killer cosmetics are not that great, hovewer, if you have nothing else, then why not.. The worst combat
meachanics I've ever seen. Good game, just wish more people were playing it because finding a game can take a while.. Very
short game, I finished it in 4 hours. While playing, I didn't find the game to be that much fun, and I would not recommend it to
anyone unless it was free.. Positive Review for statistics because it's worth it. Hands down the greatest game of all time. The
story is the best I've ever encountered. Anyone who thinks that video games aren't art need only play this game to change their
mind.. I have no words... Just brilliant. It left me wanting more
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Not very good, unfortunately.

The art style is definetely the shining aspect of the game, and it's very pretty, but the gameplay is incredibly generic and
frustrating. I know it's a rage game, but the number of times I've died due to wonky collision and not being able to discern safe
areas from dangerous hazards makes me fit this into the category of "rage-games-that-don't-feel-quite-fair."

Maybe it's because I have a patience problem, but after dying to the same level a bajillion times I just have no drive to play the
game anymore. It's probably fun for a few people but it isn't quite my game.. Oh yeah!!! Dirtbag! No, she don't know what she's
missing!. i love the graphics and controls in this drunk fighter game! fighting the world. Game is not bad, very hard, but I had
fun playing it. For only 50 cents i will recommend it, and if you don't like it, again, it's only 50 cents. And hey, it's got trading
cards. ;). Really great game. Love the concept. The factions and quests were well done.

All in all I would give the game ... 7.5\/10.

What this game really needs is content. A very small number of quests that get over pretty quick.

Otherwise, this game can go a long way. The DLC's look very promising as well.

Buy the game if its on sale. Its definitely worth a play.. Recently picked up this game on super sale. Definitely worth it! A
surprisingly compelling story! Half-way through the game had me at the edge of my seat. I'll be giving this a second play-
through to see how it goes! Highly recommend.
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